
Journey to the center of 
the rocket



Define Problem 

Develop/Design/Innovate the 
nozzle and different order to 
increase speed.



Criteria & Constraints

Constraints (Limitations and Conditions)

1. chemical  reactions/safe reaction 

2. cost of rocket   

3. size/height of rockets 

Criteria (standards or features to be measured)

1. height 

2. speed 

3. power 



You put the napkin fill 
with baking soda and 
then release the 
napkin into the vinegar 
and wait a few. 
seconds and then the 
chemicals react and 
make a explosion and 
causes the rocket to 
launch in the air.

Example of chemicals 
reacting



Research

.Rocket nozzle that provides distance

.Rockets arrow dynamics that controls the speed)

.Rockets cost modern day model rockets cost)

.Rockets force chemical reaction vs chemical reaction force

. Concluding all the things that make the rocket perform good 
distance+power+speed do have them perform best of all 
things)

This is a basic module of what a nozzle 
looks like and the type of equations its 
uses
To have the air force come in then come 
down words using h2  m and o2  coming in 
and holding the air inside.

This shows the 
temperature level 
of the nozzle



5 Vocab words you need to 
know

1. (chemical reaction) a reaction of chemicals that performs in 
many different ways including explosion in its own way.

2. arrow dynamics) Shape of object that  can make  object move 
at a higher speed design on its  shape

3. cost of matirl) cost of material to understand the value to 
purchase parts for your project)

4. nozzle) that makes  the rocket reales air trap which provides  
the rocket to launch)

5. measurement of rocket) measurement of projects to make it 
accurate)

Formula for baking 
soda and vinegar 
reaction



Sketches and Concept 
Rubric

Hypothesis

• If the nozzle is 
modified 

• Then it will 
increase 
distance 

• Because he 
rockets nozzle 
is controlling the 
speed and force 



Materials 

• Must use metric measurement tools

• model rocket

• (chemical reactions)  baking soda and vinegar 

• coke and mentos 

• launch space 

• measurement pole 

• screw driver

• hot glue gun 

• drill

• Pencil and tape 

Module 
design 
example 
prototype 



when I was measuring my experiment I found that prototype b 
had more of leaking problem. I think that was due to the 
percentage of the nozzle that was modified when I modified it in 
my test it leaked chemicals from the bottle that it was tested from 
prototype A however with no modifications that were done to the 
nozzle survived the longest and launched a incredible 14 feet in 
height and due to the leakage of the prototype b there was  a 
small percentage of working launches which says that prototype 
A was the better outcome.

This is showing that the 
prototype had liking 
chemicals from the bottle 
and that it 



Data Collection Table 

chemicals arrow dynamics  (nozzle) distance/speed/power/height

test on  (chemical effect   : chemicals 

reacted normal and slow enough  for a 

launch making a incredible launch of 

height. 

test one  (dynamics design one) normal 

arrow dynamics with three pencils and a 

normal nozzle using a basic design to 

launch the rocket with the right amount of 

arrow dynamic/balance.

test one measurement of speed/feet /power 

the first test launched a incredible 14 feet in 

the air with a success of the designs 

balance and force power the speed was 

incredible the force was more then 

expected and reacted fast and launched in 

the air. 

test two: (chemical effect)  chemicals 

reaction was a fail and spilled vinegar 

before launching the chemicals reacted and 

reacted to fast to launch. 

test two (dynamics design two) arrow 

dynamics  with zero  pencils but more tape 

which made the peinlcs stick on better to 

create more stability  nozzle was a normal 

design.

test two measurement of feet/speed/power 

this test was a fail and got zero feet in the 

air and was a fail due to the calculations the 

timing of the rocket launching the chemicals 

reacted to fast there for making the rocket 

test a fail



Data Collection Table 

chemicals arrow dynamics  (nozzle) distance/speed/power/height

test three: (chemical effect) (chemicals 

reaction was normal and busted off normal 

was a success the chemicals reacted and 

made a late after effect but a huge force)

test three (dynamics design three) three 

pencils with longer pencil  which also 

provided more stability had a normal nozzle 

design 

test three measurement of 

power/speed/feet the design was a success 

and had a lot of force and averaged out at 

12 feet in the air the power of the launch 

was fast and it caused the rocket to launch 

at a fast period of time.

test four: ( chemicals effect) chemical 

reaction react fine and was  not a success it 

was to fast of reaction and ended up 

making the reaction spill out over the top 

and spill over the platform and failed the 

test 

test four  (dynamics design four )

4 pencils on the design and a crunched 

nozzle to make the rocket launch a higher 

height  it had a changed to the nozzle it was 

crushed up 

test for  measurement of  feet/power 

distance this design was 0 feet this design 

was fail due to the pencils and the height 

was a zero feet 



This is showing the percent
of the rocket launched and 
the percent of how much 
the power was and put a 
compassion for how far 
each design went in power 
wise.

This is showing the height that the designs 
launched 
and it is showing the trend of the data and 
which one is the better performance.



Strengths is that the rocket stayed up and was a 

good arrow dynamics test. Weakness is that the 

chemicals spewed out of the nozzle cap and the 

test that worked only reached. Improvement is 

that it could use a more cleared out air space so 

there for limit the amount of pencils and push 

the water bottle dent so that it could the 

chemicals could release more. 

Module A

This module was after it was 
tested it had four pencils but it 
was a after test and was 
deconstructed after the test 



This module was a success a strength is that it 

was sturdy and that without any modifications to 

the nozzle. It was able to fly 16 feet up in the air 

the weakness is that it was not as sturdy as the 

module. A possible improvement would to be to 

add more pencils on to this design to make it 

more sturdy which would give it more height.

Module B



Evaluate Solutions

Testing my project I would test prototypes using a scale from a ruler and I would 
measure how height the rocket had launched after the test. Prototype b  test did not 
solve the problem for what I was trying to reach, Which was for the module rocket to 
increase distance after I had modified the rocket. Prototype A I tested using a ruler I 
tested this porotype with a ruler and measured of 16 feet scale. This did not solve my 
problem because the nozzle being modified did make any increases in the testing    and 
showed the scale bye measuring the rocket after it had launched porotype A was a 
success  it could be improved even further bye making the rocket a electronic powered 
rocket pored parts that can control how the rocket move when it launches in the air. 
what went wrong in my calculations which. Went to the wrong to data was the way that I 
modified the nozzle .I should have done a internal modifications instead of a out tunnel 
modification to the nozzle there for that was leading to trapping up my air circulation for 
my model rocket which made it harder for the rocket to launch.



Application (Science Fair 
and EDP)

This would help general society because it would give engineers ideas on ways that they 
could improve there nozzle. That they would make on the  rockets and it would show 
engineers that the ways to improve launching rockets and how they can increase the 
distance and the height as well if they modified the rocket. If I were to do this again I 
would have to  use a model rocket with air comprised force instead of chemical based 
force. The reason that I would do this is because it would easier to this and I could test the 
amount of force compiled to the air pump would determine the height of the rocket 

For this moule rocket you 
use the air pump and you 
apply force to it for it to 
launch
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